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Parking to office = .03 miles

Office to HS = .09 miles

HS to Café = .11 miles

Parking to HS = .12 miles

HS –Around café/admin
Back to HS = .26 miles

HS around Bldg F/E back
To HS = .24 miles

HS=Head Start Classroom
Start at Parking lot — go around F & E Bldg. To HS — Down past portables taking a left turn up and around Cafeteria — back up to end at the Parking lot
1X around = .5 mile
2X around = 1 mile
Parking lot to HS — Around F/E Bldg. Back to HS — then down past portables taking a left up and around the Cafeteria — past the office and back to HS — up back to the parking lot.

1X = .62 mile
2X = 1.24 miles
Start at Parking lot go down walkway and take a right at portables to HS/B ball court, then back up toward parking around F/E bldg back down to portables/HS turning around at the court then back up to parking.

1X around = .48 mile
2X around = .96 mile

HS = Head Start Classroom
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